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A Bucket Hat

That Reminds
You of a Time
When Everything
Wasn't Like This

$229.00

Holiday stress getting you down? Feeling worn
out by the pace of life? The merciless, constant
onslaught of terrible news as human civilization
spirals out of control destroying you from within? Good news, now you can buy A Bucket Hat
That Reminds You of a Time When Everything
Wasn't Like This!
Remember things were different, and thus better? With this stylish hat similar to that worn by
LL Cool J, Barbra Streisand and the guy from
The New Radicals, you can briefly retreat into
memories of a period when there was the chance
of the world actually getting better, instead of
being literally on fire. With special cooling fabric
and associations with either rave, mod, hiphop or fishing culture, this hat is sure to relax
and make you think for even a brief moment
that things will be fine. They’ll be okay. It’s fine.
Everything is okay.
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Even Worse

COCKROACH

$0

For those hard-to-buy-for
full-on freaks
Ages 35+

Ever wonder what to get someone who
has it all? Everyone has that hard to
shop for coworker who owns a house,
gets paid more than you, has a husband, and 2.5 kids. She’ll scream with
delight when she unwraps something
that’s not on her list but she definitely
wants: Even Worse Cockroach.

Even Worse Cockroach is like a regular cockroach (alive, nasty, big) but it’s
even worse. HOW MUCH WORSE,
YOU ASK? Well, it has twenty-seven
legs instead of the standard six. When
it’s flipped over it says (in English),
“Please flip me back over mommy”
in a baby voice until you come over
there and flip the damn thing over like
a big juicy pancake. It never dies!
One of the most impressive features
of Even Worse Cockroach is that it is
massive. Roughly the size of an overweight dachshund, the Even Worse
Cockroach will have everyone in your
life absolutely doinking their nuts in a
rush to get a roach of their own.
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Besos

FOR BEZOS

20 pack for $15.99
With the option to donate to charity at
checkout, because Lord knows he won't!

For what will soon be the entirety of the US population
all ages

He knows when you've been sleeping, he knows when you're awake, and
he knows you used Amazon for all your goods… and that you still haven't
said thanks.
While Santa was busy pissing off PETA flying around in his reindeer sleigh
delivering gifts, Jeffrey Bezos was nobly violating OSHA by having his elves
assemble and rush your presents out this year with no lunch or bathroom
breaks. And unlike the former who receives yearly accolades in both letter
and milk and cookie form, not a single one of you has stopped to recognize
the true meaning of Christmas in Capitalism: thanking our supreme billionaire.
Now, with your Besos for Bezos thank you card craft kit, you and the whole
family can have fun assembling DIY cards to send to Amazon headquarters
and shower our likely future President with the praise he deserves!
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Build Back

bullsh*t

$39.99

Ages: 16+
You’ve played Avalon (The Resistance), Werewolf, and Secret Hitler,
and you’re ready for a new challenge? Try the new social deception
party game Build Back Bullsh*t.
The entire future hangs in the balance, and you and the rest of Congress have 5 turns to pass an enormously necessary infrastructure
bill. BUT! Who can you trust? Roles are assigned randomly. A team
of socialists wants to pass a substantial bill to save the world! The
Republican wants to block it! And some Centrist lackeys do all they
can to sabotage the bill for The Republican while claiming to be Democrats
the whole time. Lies! Backstabbing! And
all in good fun since it’s actually just a
board game you stand a chance to win!

For the
board game
enthusiast
in your
life!
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CoverMe

HOMELESS
beta

$99-$2999

For anyone who hates
watching society crumble
in real time but doesn't care to
do anything about it • all ages :(
End (your perception of) houselessness
once and for all with this beautiful urban
camouflage designed by unpaid Parsons interns. Simply drape one of our
non-breathable, odor-resistant blankets
over your local homeless population to
cease their existence... as far as you're
concerned. Comes in three convenient
sizes to tackle any mass of unwashed
human eyesore.
A
B
C

out of
sight
out of,
mind!

A

Autumn Burst - 6x4’
Mime Time - 12x8’
Sunset Strip - 3 miles long (not shown)
B
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Spread some solidarity this season

CA R D P H O T OG R A P H Y// CAT E H E L L M A N, CAT E HE L L M A N. CO M

Functionally Dead holiday cards are here!
Union printed//Made in USA//12 cards & 12 envelopes per pack
15% of proceeds donated to the UMWA 2021 Strike Aid Fund to support
the striking Warrior Met Coal miners in Brookwood, Alabama
VISIT THE SHOP
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It's a

Clarence,
I want to die
again!

Terrible Life

$19.99

For fans of the DNC and holiday classics
Ages: 70+

Few holiday traditions bring as much joy as sitting down
with the whole family and watching Frank Capra’s It’s
A Wonderful Life. It’s a timeless story that reminds us
of the importance of human life, of community and
kindness, that no one is a failure if they have friends.

M A X K NOBL AUCH

However, none of those values best represent what
the Democratic Party stands for. That’s why the DNC
is proud to present It’s A Terrible Life, a reboot of the
holiday classic that looks deep into the soul of this
country and decides everything is going great, actually,
and you’re an idiot for wanting anything more.
When George Bailey loses faith in President Joe
Biden’s ability and desire to help the American people, his guardian DNC operative Clarence shows
him a world where Biden was never born. His faith in
centrism restored, George learns the most powerful
lesson of all: that not only will nothing fundamentally
change, but nothing should fundamentally change.
Available exclusively on Peacock, unless Peacock
shuts down, and then it will be on Tubi, or Crackle, or
Vudu, or Chumpchuck.
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Sweet Release

™

Hospice tality
service

$7.25/hour

For the dying

Ages: mostly old people
Worried the unvaxxed people you know
aren’t suffering enough for their life choices
as they wither and perish, ten to a room?
Enter Sweet Release™, a Candy(cane)
Striper Hospice-tality Service sent to mock
the unvaccinated as they die. These vivacious young hospital
aides don their most festive stripes, slip into the local COVID
ward, and ruthlessly berate your intubated kin through their
final pained breaths... and a few minutes beyond!
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False

teen beat
magazine
$6.99/issue
For your teen daughter
Ages: 13-19 only

What do you get your teen daughter
who has everything but also is starting to become interested in things
you know nothing about? False Teen
Beat Magazine is the perfect strategic gift to ensure your daughter has
her head filled with the goings and
comings of the Solid Citizen and not
the perfect cock of Jason Jonas or
ripped abs of a Kevin Bacon or the
like. Goodbye ‘Michael J. Fox’s Life
Story! by Sarah Babbitt’ and hello,
‘The Measure of Progress’ by the
American Telephone and Telegraph
Company. In 63 beautiful color-printed pages, False Teen Beat Magazine
packs a wallop!
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Second Year of the Pandemic

BARBIe

$20

For sad collectors • all ages
Are you craving a Barbie that modern girls can relate to and want to be? No? Introducing Second Year of the Pandemic Barbie!
She's hot, she's depressed, she's talking to five guys on Tinder who had photos of themselves
with dogs but don’t actually have dogs, and she still doesn't leave her apartment. Finally, a
Barbie that’s popping Xannies like chin acne, hasn't seen her mom in 2 years, and is on the
hunt for a job that won’t kill her!
Accessories include bulk pink toilet paper, an emotional support dog, and an adorable dress
purchased in winter 2020 that no one will ever see IRL, because Barbie still has no occasions
to go to!
Have your Second Year of the Pandemic Barbie enact adorable scenes like Zoom calls where
she forgets to turn her camera off before she falls asleep, and dates with Ken who has kind of
learned to play the guitar and has a really long beard that Barbie just hates.
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FIRE

$0

For police precincts
all ages

Can be used to burn down police precinct.
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order now and get brick
at no additional cost!
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The

meal doll

$2999

For that extra special creep
who you’ve never seen
blink, not even once
Ages: 18+

We all know the feeling of dunking our
spunk in our inanimate partner after
a 12 hour edge sesh only to realize
you’ve edged all the way to dinner time
without a hot meal to eat. No more
Dinty Moore straight from the can after
the appetite you’ve worked up. Thanks
to the Meal Doll, you'll no longer be

forced to eat out after eating out Mimi
all day long. The Meal Doll is the first
ever Real Doll sex doll for simulating sex with a human-sized doll that
can also be eaten as an entire meal
when you're done. Finishing takes on
a whole new meaning when you finish
railing Mimi on the dinner table, turn
her over, and stick a fork in her, cause
she's done too.
The Meal Doll is Vegan, Gluten Free,
and Duty Free (currently available at
your local airport Duty Free shop) and
comes in 4 flavors: Enchilada, Christmas Dinner, Italian Wedding Feast,
and Grape.
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Ho Ho Ho-vana
for fomos

syndrome

$20

ages: old men
If you thought you had to be spared from all the fun
and festivities of the mysterious Havana Syndrome and
its weird symptoms just because you aren’t one of our
nation's diplomats or high-level military personnel, well
Merry Christmas to you! We have distilled the complex
and intricate feelings of mass panic, chaos, the doom associated with seeing scary blotchy brain images from your
MRI screenings neuro-imaging scans, existential dread,
the near constant ringing noise and/or cricket chirping in
your ears, and that general "unwell" feeling you simply
cannot shake into an easy to swallow pill that you can gulp
down your gullet while you’re fa-la-la-la-la-ing with friends
and family this season. Our nation's elite and their spooky
illnesses (whether imaginary or psychotic sonic attack)
are just more interesting than the common cold and flu.
So curl up under the christmas tree with THE HOTTEST
and most probing mystery that is on everyone's minds
this year, including Santa himself: WHAT THE FUCK IS
HAVANA SYNDROME?!

You’ve been red pilled. You’ve been black
pilled. Now be ho-vana pilled for the new
year! It’s 2022 hunny, and we still ain’t
gettin’ any answers!
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Woke

flashcards

$25.99

never get owned again!
Ages: 40+

Face it, you’re getting older, and it’s impossible for the well-meaning aunt and
uncle to keep up with all the buzzwords,
race theories, and woke lingo your genderqueer nieces and pansexual newphews are saying over the holidays. They’re
going on and on about Demi Lovato’s performative allyship and the intersection of
late stage capitalism and Afro-pessimism,

and you can barely keep up. And when you
finally chime in about how you always found
"Baby It’s Cold Outside" a little rapey, they
look at you like you’ve got all the brainpower
of a slice of Christmas ham. There’s no way
us Gen Xers can possibly keep up… until now.
Introducing Woke Flashcards, the only set
of flashcards designed by Gen X, for Gen X.
Each card has one popular theory/concept
that all the kids are talking about, and what
we think the best definition is based on a long
weekend spent scrolling through TikTok.
Impress your ten year old Twitch-streaming
nephew by informing them that “Mr Beast is
such a colonizer.” Dazzle your sixteen year
old micro influencer niece when you inform
her that her mom has a “white savior complex.” And really show your nonbinary xephew you’re cool when you tell them that you’re
thinking of turning your marketing department
into a workers' co-op. With Woke Flashcards
at your side, Gen Z can’t help but respect
you… we think?
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B*

coin

$your soul

For Crypto and NFT Fanatics
This holiday season, give the gift of tax compliance. Help billionaires pay their fare share
by investing in B*Coin.
It’s a big misconception that the richest human in existence has any actual money. As a
billionaire, Elon doesn’t actually take a salary.
Instead, he gets paid in stock options. Since all of his wealth is tied up in his stocks,
the only way he could pay taxes is by selling his own stock! Does that sound reasonable to you? We’re not animals. This is America, we don’t make our wealthy pay
taxes (apologies, Mr. Snipes, you were the wrong color).
The point is, making billionaires pay taxes hasn’t worked. Asking billionaires to pay
taxes hasn’t worked. It’s time for a new approach: B*Coin. Paying billionaires to pay
their taxes.
Every B*Coin is linked to a cash account that only America’s billionaires have access to. This account should only be used for tax purposes (though it’d be obviously cruel and unusual to enforce this). The more B*Coin you buy, the more money
billionaires can pay, and the more money trickles down through government
spending to you. Stop your left wing lunatic friend from whining
about billionaires not paying their fair share and do something
about it! Give your money to Elon, so he can finally pay taxes.

BUTTHOLE
coin

*The B stands for Billionaire. Please stop calling it Butthole Coin.
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Shitlib

nativity

$589

"decency" for the whole family
all ages

No room at the inn OR this side of the border...
What woker way to deck your suburban halls
than with Functionally Dead’s life-size Shitlib Nativity™. ‘Tis the season to bust out the
Jeni's and invite the Dem royalty who grace
the hallowed haunts of Washington into your
respectable vote-blue-no-matter-who home.

FEATURING:
• The Three WiseWOMEN THANK YOU
• Mother RBG YAS VIRGIN KWEEN
• Papa J'Obama
• NYPD Robo-Camel & Angel Gabri-Drone
• Jen Psanta SLEIGH
• Stacey Abrams as the Holy Vote**
• Al Franken-cense in his “canceled” cap**
*'Twas going to be Bernie, but J'Obama made some
calls on his cool blue phone!
**Stacey and Al sold separately—ya gotta donate
big to get anything done. It’s pay-to-play, loser!

"Get in
loser—
we're
going
to make
sure
nothing
fundamentally
changes!"
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YULE
love
Jesus
Joe*

An exciting
way to bring
the fun of
social media e
toxicity to th
real world

Mysterious Box with
a moral dilemma

$9.99 and possible untold Twilight Zone-esque costs of the soul

For Your Angry Twitter-Addicted Relative • Ages: 18+
A mysterious stranger (Frank Langella in a trench coat and fedora where available) will
hand-deliver this smooth black cube with a single button on top to the social media obsessed
in your life who are sick and tired of the unvaccinated having no respect for the value of human life. With the box comes a simple proposition: push the button, immediately killing the
unvaccinated people of the world, but, after causing the death of 3.27 billion people, you’ll no
longer be able to claim moral superiority for the rest of your life.
An exciting way to bring the fun of social media toxicity to the real world, the box makes a great conversation starter. It’s either a fun reminder that the
things we say online are rash, untested brain farts
wielded with unhinged authority, or as a sobering
memorial to the time your relative made good on
their Thanos-like threat to wipe out almost half of
the world’s population because they didn’t live up
to their standard of social responsibility.

warning: Keep out of reach

of children who love buttons
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Advent Calendar

Full of Weed

$200

There’s no better gift for the people in your life who’d rather
skip the holiday chocolates and go straight to weed than an
advent calendar full of weed! And given the climate (change?!)
in this crazy (Q-Anon amirite) mixed-up world we’re living (dying?!) in, who can blame them?! While our country is fighting
over whether women should have autonomy over their bodies, that special stoner in your life can take solace in the fact
that while we are inevitably sliding into a Christo-Fascist nightmare, they’ve got themselves an advent calendar full of weed.
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Every day, you’ll receive a small dimebag of the middiest of
mids, allowing you to unwind so you can do fun stuff like watch
your mom decorate the tree while you say, “ornaments are
cool,” or “is Jesus real?” or “I am having trouble confronting
the daily realities of the harsh world we live in.” The things you
can say while you watch your mom decorate a Christmas tree
are endless when you have an advent calendar full of weed!
OTHER FUN ACTIVITIES INCLUDE:
• Watching your baby cousins watch Christmas movies
• Putting your hand in hot chocolate to see if it hurts
• Or simply smoking all of the weed in your advent
calendar full of weed!
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Functionally Dead

holiday hits, vol. 69

Four AfterPay
Installments of $39.99

no fees if you pay on time (no
one can, so buckle up bitch!)

Climate change got you feeling blue this winter season? Pop on Functionally Dead’s Holiday
Hits record to evoke the coziness of the past while facing the horrors of the present.

FEATURING ALL THE 2021 HITS, INCLUDING:
"All I Want for Christmas is Healthcare"
"The Italian Christmas Fauci"
"Rudolph the Hunger Strike Reindeer"
"Jingle Drones"
"Chestnuts Roasting on a
Trash Fire (America)"
"I’m Dreaming of a
Biden’s Teeth Christmas"
"All I Want for Christmas is a
Living Wage"
"Silent Night (Because I Died)"
"Simply Defaulting on
My Student Debt-time "
...and many more!
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It's finally here!

T E R R IB L E L I F E P O S T ER // M A X K N O B L AU CH

Based on the beloved Christmas classic,
curl up by the ol' yule log with this seasonal
comic by Matthew Brian Cohen
Download your copy today!
IT'S A TERRIBLE LIFE
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Rittenhouse

comes home

$24.99

Theoretically for your toddler, but
actually for grown adults to virtue signal
to any friends who see it on their bookshelf

Featurin
artwor g
deemed k
triggertoo
in
for a g
Caldeco
Medal! tt

Ages: Ages: 2-5, 30-44

Teach your little ones to read while also introducing them to the interpretability of open carry, right to organize, and murder laws with this beautiful story
about a brave little boy who travelled across state lines to heroically go out
of his way to practice self-defense. When activists demand systemic change and justice,
Lil’ Kyle stands his ground and makes a big
boohoo wahwah, impressing both judge and
jury with how white he seems to be! Heartwarming and charming, this storybook will fit
right in on any bookshelf that mainly holds
Trump memorial coins.
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Fat toe

$17.99 each

For the barefooted klutzes in your life • all ages!
We all have a special somebody who’s constantly stubbing that pesky hallux
on table legs and chair pegs around the home whenever they bandy about with
their feet unsheathed. Thanks to The Fat Toe by Fat Joe, they’ll no longer need
to Make It Rain band-aids every time they stub that lil' sucker.
So what exactly is The Fat Toe?
The Fat Toe is a larger, protective big toe made out of velour sweatsuit material
that is worn over your big toe when your foot is in the nude. Wanna slip those
stockings off your tootsies but don't want to risk damaging the ol’ rusty pig?
Well, now that King's Toe finally has a crown befitting his
royal stature, he not only looks good, but is kept safe
Rip th se
sweaty so
from invading toe-averse armies.
ock
How does it work?
It's simple. Rip those sweaty socks off
your bottom hands, slide the Fat Toe right
on the devil’s thumb, and you’re good to go!
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The Fat Toe is one size fits all! Big toes, small toes, long toes,
chode toes, cripsy wispies, all nail no toe toes, an index finger
where the big toe should be toes... Whatever the size your
Foot's Toe Father may be, the Fat Toe has him covered.
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Student Loan Debt Forgiveness nft
$as much money as you've got
Because everything can be put on the blockchain • ages: 17+
With the Biden administration set to restart federal student loan payments in 2022, many
are calling for Biden to finally deliver on his campaign promise to cancel student loan debt.
Though Biden is hesitant to do something that might make life in America slightly more bearable, Silicon Valley’s most benevolent predators are ready to pick up the slack. Introducing
the Student Loan Debt Forgiveness NFT.
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS:
Q: What is this?

Q: So what does this have to do with student loan debt
forgiveness?

A: It’s an NFT!

A: This is the student loan debt forgiveness NFT.

Q: So is it, like, a piece of art?

Q: So you are donating the proceeds from this immaterial
receipt on the blockchain to everyone in America currently
plagued with student loan debt?

A: No! Many people confuse the absolutely hideous computer-generated artwork sold
on websites like OpenSea for NFTs. NFTs, or
non-fungible tokens, are merely proof of purchase stored on a blockchain. Think of it like
a CVS receipt, only one that doesn’t actually
exist, and printing the receipt uses more energy than the entire country of Ecuador does
in a year.
Q: That sounds pretty worthless, and maybe
even harmful.
A: It is!

A: No, we cannot undertake that effort at this time.
Q: So sorry, what is this again?
A: It’s an NFT! Look, what does it mean for student loan debt
forgiveness to be an NFT? I’m not sure. What does it mean for
an animated Fox show to be an NFT? Or for a videogame to be
an NFT? Or Kickstarter to be on the blockchain? What does any
of this Web 3 junk mean? Just be impressed and say, “wow.”
Q: Wow.
A: Thank you. That will be fifteen billion dollars, please.
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I read this zine, and people
are still obsessed with
consumer culture.
What Do I Do Now?
// BR ADY O'CALL AH AN
When housing, health, food, and every other basic necessity is tied to employment at a time when worker-led,
union-driven job opportunities are few and far between, the ultimate “freedom” we’re left with is the choice to consume the
least destructive products, made by companies with the least destructive practices, when we have the ability to do so. While
capitalists abuse workers, breaking off just enough for them to survive, there is no room for passion, rest, or even life itself.
Here’s a few ways to show solidarity with your fellow workers to take power back into our own hands:

Industrial Workers of the World

“The Industrial Workers of the World (IWW) is a general union that is open to workers from all industries and companies, rather than
just one organization or particular sector. The IWW promotes the creation of "One Big Union" nd contends that all workers should be
united as a social class to supplant capitalism and wage labor with industrial democracy.”

Student Workers of Columbia Strike Fund

“Donations will support students who can no longer afford rent, groceries, or healthcare because of Columbia’s failure to provide adequate wages and sudden change to pay policy… Graduate student workers at Columbia are paid $5,500 to $18,000 below an annual
living wage in NYC. Yet Columbia raised enough money in the past 5 Giving Days alone, a 5-day work week, to fund the entire cost of
our union's proposal to provide workers with a living wage and adequate healthcare for the next three years.”

UMWA 2021 Strike Fund (Warrior Met Coal Strike)

“Over 1,100 coal miners at Warrior Met Coal in Brookwood, Alabama have been out since April 1st on an unfair labor practices strike.
Their seven long months on the picket lines have been hard on the miners as well as their families, and that hard slog has been punctuated by terrifying bursts of company violence. Multiple strikers—and a striker's wife—have been struck by cars and trucks driven by
company employees while walking the picket lines.” (from Labor Reporter Kim Kelly)
Peruse more issues of Functionally Dead here and if you're interested in contributing, check this out.
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SEE YA IN 2022! XOXO

I don't want neutral—I want dead.
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